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The Nanaimo Kennel club is
such a large and varied club. Of
course we have our annual June
show where we put on a
spectacular event for the fancy
here on Vancouver Island, but
we have now also added
equipment to our inventory to
provide terrier racing events
and now we have a Barn Hunt
seminar coming up. No matter
what type of dog you have or
your interests, you will find
something entertaining to do
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with your dog. Take a class- we
have new ones you might not
have noticed before. Even a
group of us gathered over the
break to take a walk on the
waterfront with our crew and
enjoy the nice weather and
social aspect of being with likeminded people. Talk about a
social event, the Westminster
night at Harewood Arms pub is
open to all club members and I
go just for the night out, and
you can too, while you cheer on
your favourite conformation
dog.
We all get out of this club what
we put into it. So get involved.
Come to the awards banquet
and meet your fellow club
members, even if this year you
aren’t in the running for a
trophy or merit plaques, who
can ever get enough of talking
dogs with your fellow
enthusiasts
Carole Ann Grayson

	


Awards Banquet and Forms
This is a gentle reminder that Trophies need to be
delivered to Carole Walker not to the engraver. I am
available at club Tuesday's and hopefully Thursdays,
but you will have to confirm thursdays with me by
email, (bouvsrock@shaw.ca) depends if I get into the
practice or not. I will also be available on the 27th at
the GM. Deadline for Trophy return is the 11th of Feb.
Deadline for Merit Plaques and shingle requests will
also be the 11th of
Feb. This will allow
time for the merit
plaques to be made
and stained before the
name plates can go
on. Please don't
leave it to the last
minute. Thanking
you all in advance for
your cooperation,
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YOUR EXECUTIVE
WORKING FOR YOU AND YOUR DOG

President Carole Ann Grayson
1st Vice President Doug Savory
2nd Vice President Maggie Henigman
Treasurer Carolyn Kool
Secretary Sandra Wilson
Membership Chair Sabine Blackburn

Carole W
.

NOTES ON FADING PUPPIES
link submitted by Carolyn Kool

“Puppy fading. Virtually every breeder has heard the term. However, according to Michelle
Kutzler, D.V.M., Ph.D., an associate professor in the department of animal sciences at
Oregon State University, no puppy born healthy should die within the first two weeks of
birth. If it does, it’s a matter of animal management, not “fading,” she says.”
See the rest of the article at:
http://www.bestinshowdaily.com/blog/keep-puppies-from-fading-with-proper-management/
#.UvKLVHeYuIU.email
Do you have a link or resource others in the kennel club could benefit from? Share it with all of us, mail it in to
nkcnewsletter@gmail.com.
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AGILITY ROCKS
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Nanaimo Kennel Club
1924-2014
20th AAC Sanctioned Agility Trial
Limited Entry

Saturday March 15 & Sunday March 16, 2014
Indoors on Sand

Beban Park Agriplex
Nanaimo, BC
Classes Offered:

2 Standard Rounds-Saturday
2 Gamblers-Saturday
2 Steeplechase-Sunday
2 Snooker-Sunday
2 Jumpers-Sunday
All classes offered at Starters, Advanced and Masters Level and in
Regular, Specials and Veterans Divisions.
To be judged by the rules and regulations of the Agility Association of Canada
Our Distinguished Judges
Kim Anderson-Prince Albert, Sk. Trial 2
Gerry Sloan-Victoria, BC Trial 1
Entries open January 12, 2014
http//:www.agilityrocks.com
Entries close: 6:00 pm March 2nd, 2014 or when full.
Each dog mush have an AAC ID card to compete. You may enter with number pending, but must run
for Exhibition Only.
Please direct questions to Janice McAllan (250) 729-7021 or nkc_mcallan@shaw.ca
For more information please refer to the Events section on our website, www.nanaimokennelclub.ca

NOW MOM? Are you
finished the newsletter
yet?
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THE LESSONS WE LEARN FROM OUR DOGS

Suicide...
By Dr. Karen Karsten, B.Comm, BSc, DVM. (Submitted by
Del Beaulac
Now there's a word that tends to grab everyone's attention and
absolutely should. I imagine you are wondering why I have
put such a loaded word as the title of this blog-style article.
Well there is a very good reason for it and it was prompted by
some negative comments veterinarians have been receiving in
both mass and social media lately. Consequently, I decided to
write this article about my views of the veterinary profession.
Hopefully after getting a glimpse into the lives of
veterinarians, some understanding may arise. On that note,
this is my opinion only. While I know many of my colleagues
have shared similar sentiments with me, it certainly is not
intended to reflect the views all veterinarians.
So back to the opening word...suicide. Did you know that a
study coming out of the United Kingdom found veterinarians
four times more likely to commit suicide than the general
public and twice that of any other profession including the
much touted dentists? Most other countries, including Canada
and the US, are presumed to have similar statistics. Many
contributing factors were considered and while I recognize
that we have a more in-depth knowledge of initiating a
humane death process I don't believe that is the most
important factor, not by a long shot.
It all starts out with the type of person we are. We are virtually
all type “A” personalities who are over- achieving
perfectionists. We have to be to have gotten where we are. It
starts with the competition to be admitted to veterinary school.
I am originally from Alberta and we had a quota of only 20
students per year (BC had a slightly lower quota). That’s it,
that’s how many people were permitted to go to vet school
from each province with hundreds of qualified applicants
fiercely competing for those much desired spots. If you didn’t
have an "A" average in your undergraduate degree, then you
basically need not apply. You will not make it to the interview
stage, period. End of story. Bye, bye dreams. That brutal level
of competition remains today. Experience in the field is also
absolutely required, undoubtedly to enlighten the prospective
students as to what lies ahead and trust me, they need to know.
Anyone who has worked in veterinary medicine is well aware
of the fact that is by no means all "cute puppies and fluffy
kittens". It is unbelievably hard work and very emotionally
exhausting.
Compassion fatigue is a huge problem for veterinarians. Of
course, as perfectionist/type A people, we rarely if ever let
anyone know what we are feeling for fear of appearing less
than perfect. We carry on and internally chant "I'm fine, I’m
fine!" even when we most certainly are not. I have had days in
emergency medicine where I have euthanized 5 or 6 animals
in a matter of a few hours. All of them had wonderful owners
who loved them dearly. Each person's pain and sense of loss
comes off in palpable waves of anguish. From children with
broken hearts who only know life with the pet beside them to
a senior who feels they have little left in this world to live
for...plus everyone in between who is equally devastated. I
listen compassionately to all their stories and try to help them
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with the grieving process while also showing their pet the
honour and respect it deserves. Many a time I have left a
room after a euthanasia and gone to a quiet place in the
hospital to cry. Sometimes I can’t hold my emotions back
and cry along with the owners...and then felt that I was
failing them because I believed I needed to be stronger for
them. If that isn’t bad enough, I typically get a couple
minutes (at most) before I have to pull myself together and
face the next case which might be even more heart-rending.
This happens more often that you can begin to imagine. We
also have pets that we love as family members...so yes, we
do understand the depth of your bond with your pet. We are
truly compassionate people with huge hearts who chose this
profession because we care, but it comes with a huge cost to
us emotionally. Make no mistakes, despite the brave front
we show you (or at least try!), we are affected deeply by
both you and your pet’s situation.
The volume of information we are expected to have at our
fingertips is unbelievable and expectations are growing
along with the rapid increase in overall knowledge. I am
your surgeon, your dentist, your internist, your
dermatologist, your allergist, your pharmacist, your
radiologist, your pathologist, your...well, you get the picture.
I have to be all that and do it well enough to not only to meet
your expectations, but to meet my own which I assure you
exceeds anything you are expecting of me (I'm type A/
perfectionist ...remember?). I also have to compete with "Dr.
Google" and other sources that are all too often providing
incomplete and/or inaccurate knowledge based on
testimonials or anecdotal stories and rarely on sound
scientific knowledge. I have to sift through all this to find the
correct information to diagnose your pet and create the best
treatment plan. I also have to help you understand and work
through the challenges of treating your pet in a manner that
you can absorb in your (understandably) emotionally
charged state. So guess what, I'm also your psychologist,
especially when the big decision of life and death arises
We work long hours, often eating lunch on the fly and rarely
taking breaks as emergencies and illnesses can't be
scheduled or predicted. Those vets working “on-call” after
hours have even more drain on their time as they struggle
with sleep-disrupted lives. It is not uncommon for them to
respond to multiple calls through the night and have a full
day of work scheduled that very morning. The work doesn't
stop after the appointments are done for the day either. We
are constantly writing up medical files, calling clients back,
researching cases that we are struggling to diagnose and
treat, reviewing articles or attending required continuing
education seminars to keep our knowledge current. And it
goes even further...I can’t begin to count the number of
nights I have laid awake wondering what more (if anything)
could have been done for a pet or trying to figure out a
diagnosis that was eluding me. We obsess, perfectionists do
that, we can't help ourselves and do it endlessly to the
detriment of our sleep and our families, often consuming all
of our “free” time. We are entrusted with lives and as I’m
hoping you are beginning to understand, we do not take that
lightly.

POSITIVE REINFORCEMENT ALL ROUND, NOT JUST WITH OUR DOGS	


There is a huge misconception that we make lots of money.
Well, one could argue with typically 8 years of university
training and the associated costs, we deserve fair
compensation similar to other education- riddled professions.
Putting that aside, one asks, does the average vet make
enough to own a villa in the south of France? The answer is a
resounding "No". Of all the professional designations, we
often make the least. I have heard that the average wage in
BC is about $70,000. But regardless where in BC or Canada
that we practice, our wage compared to many other
professional designations is at or near the bottom of the
barrel. Another interesting component is the fact that most
vets now are graduating with an average student debt load of
almost $100,000. Paid off over 10 years on a monthly basis,
that's $1000- 1250 a month (depending on interest rates)
adding up to nearly $15,000 a year...in after tax dollars no
less. So if you factor back in the taxes, suddenly
veterinarians are making much closer to an average Canadian
income for at least our first 10 years of practice. To add insult
to injury, most vets will not earn the “average wage” for the
first few years as they struggle to increase their skills and
knowledge base. So with the grades required to get into vet
school paired with our drive to succeed (exceed?), one begs
to ask why we didn't become phamacists, engineers, dentists,
doctors or lawyers (or whatever) and potentially earn higher
incomes, often with less stress? Well, here’s why...it’s who
we are, this profession is a calling to so many of us.
Back to the issue of suicide. So now we have a profession
that is geared towards type A personalities who are selfcritical to an often frightening level, we are under heavy debt
loads at graduation after dedicating a huge chunk of our lives
to our education, we earn a comparably low wage for the
level of training we have endured, we battle long hours, we
suffer from compassion fatigue on a daily basis and we have
to fight to stay ahead of the rapidly increasing knowledge
base. But is that enough to induce thoughts of suicide?
Maybe, but it is even more challenging of a career
choice...read on.
In comes a client who has a very sick pet. They want to
pursue treatment but their financial resources are limited and
they have not invested in pet insurance (I beg of you to do
this if you can’t afford care!!!). Despite accusations to the
contrary, we do understand your situation. But unfortunately,
much as we wish a veterinary practice was not a business and
we could treat every pet for free, this is not realistic. Revenue
must exceed expenses or the business fails, it is simple
math...same as every other business around you. Keep in
mind, unlike our human counterparts, we do not receive a
single penny of government funding. With our very high
equipment and staffing costs, a veterinary practice is
exceedingly expensive to run especially with the increasing
standard of care demanded of us. Thus, our margins for
financial survival are much tighter than you think. While
some practices are owned by huge corporations (which is
another discussion entirely), the vast majority of clinics are
still owned by individuals, like me, who are sometimes
operating at or near the break-even point. The struggle to
keep the practice running in the black, that my staff and
family depend on for income, adds yet another enormous
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layer of stress and responsibility to my life.
When faced with a client who wants services for free or a
reduced cost, I am often drawn to the following analogy.
Consider the vast numbers of people in Canada who are
hungry at this very moment. Yet, does anyone go to the
local grocery store and makes them feel guilty for not
providing food at or below cost to a starving adult or child.
Alternately, what about a hotel? Do we tirade against them
when they leave heated hotel rooms vacant on a cold, rainy
(or snowy) night with homeless people and runaway
children freezing on the street. You have the choice to
obtain a pet (it is luxury, not a right) but you require food
and safe, warm shelter as a basic need. So why is a
veterinary practice expected to give services away and risk
bankruptcy to avoid accusations of being insensitive, selfserving and cruel? It hardly seems fair.
Strange as it sounds, accusations of being money-grubbing,
unethical and insensitive tends to wear on us. Think how it
would impact you if you were accused of this on an all too
regular basis when you are in reality a very compassionate
person. We desire above all else to serve as the animal’s
advocate, sometimes when no one else will. We see cruelty
and neglect much too often and it tears us apart. Picture a
sweet dog, a claw hammer and an abusive owner...I can’t
begin to describe what I have seen in my career! Our
devotion to your pet is demonstrated even in the face of
adversity and conflict. Think about this...we often know the
people who have slandered us behind our backs (or
publically on FaceBook, etc), yet when they call us at 3am
in a panic to save their pet we are still there to help. I bet
you would be hard pressed to find a friend who would
support you after such a vicious and disrespectful attack.
Yet there we are, even in the middle of the night.
So here you have a bit of an outline of our profession.
Underpaid, debt ridden, trying to assist clients with
financial restrictions (and accusing us of being only about
money), high expectations that are often impossible to meet
(clients and our own), a huge growing knowledge base to
stay ahead of, long hours, stress from watching animals and
owners suffering, daily exposure to death and grief, dealing
with animals that have been abused or neglected horribly,
all while juggling our personal lives often to the detriment
of our children and marriages. If you can begin to grasp
this, you will realize how the pressure can become
unbearable and suddenly suicide becomes a viable option
for some.
Am I considering suicide, no. Do I understand why a few
of my colleagues do, yes. With all these negative stressors
in mind, I also believe the statistics that indicate nearly
60% of veterinarians, given a choice, would not repeat their
careers in the profession that they fought so hard to be a
part of. As an emergency veterinarian and practice owner,
the 60-80 hour weeks I typically work for that comparably
poor wage is nothing I regret. I have so many clients who
are grateful for the basic care I give their pets. When I am
fortunate enough to save an animal against the odds, every
moment I spent struggling to help is paid back a thousand
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While I am so grateful that I have found a balance that ensures my career will not push me towards suicide, my heart goes out
to my colleagues that have taken their lives and the families they left behind. I wish we could have done more to support them
before they made that choice. Hopefully talking openly about the pressures of our profession will be a first step towards
providing the necessary level of understanding and compassion to help those who of us who feel they are at their limits. I also
hope that our clients will be more enlightened about how much of ourselves we truly dedicate to our profession and provide
us with additional support and understanding.
Dr. Karen Karsten operates the Central Island Veterinary Emergency Hospital in Nanaimo, BC on beautiful
Vancouver Island.

Annual Conformation, Rally and
Obedience Show 2014
Our annual Conformation, Rally and Obedience Show for 2014 is approaching fast. If anyone is
interested in providing prizes for any of the events or wants to have a booster or supported entry, they
will need to contact Judy Robertson with details no later than March 14, 2014 in order to be included in
the premium list. If you have always offered prizes, you will still need to contact me and confirm the
prize, event and date you want to sponsor. Contact terra-orca@shaw.ca with the following information:
The Breed
The event- obedience, conformation or rally-o
The day and trial in the case of obedience and rally-o. For example, Saturday obedience trial 1 for
novice class. For Conformation, which day or days; and which group is it or breed or class?
Your name or kennel name
Which class you are offering a prize for. For example in obedience you may want to offer a prize for the
highest qualified score by a Doberman. Or in conformation, you may want to offer a prize to best of
breed and best of opposite sex for a Doberman.
Contact information where I can reach you because there are always questions.
The deadline for all sponsorship, prizes and boosters is March 14, 2014 so that I can complete the
premium list by the deadline.

“Winning all those ribbons
is such hard work mom,
time for a snooze!”
Duffy
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Wags and Brags
Sharing the Highlights and Accomplishments of our Dogs
We have impressive dogs in
our club. Congratulations to
Doug and Cindy Savory for
their Dream Newfie!
Gorgeous!
We will be providing a ring
stewarding course for anyone
interested in it.
The course will be held on April
5th at Beban Park, starting at the
Dog House at 9:00 AM with theory
and then moving to the Centennial
Building until 1:00 for some
practical work.
The course is open to anyone
interested, from beginner to season
veteran.
There is no cost for the course.
Please bring your own snacks and
if you wish a light lunch (though
we may not stop for lunch).
The instructor will be Mr. Grant
Townsend a well-respected CKC all
breed judge.
Please direct interest or questions to
Doug Savory at dcsavory@shaw.ca
Thank you
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Victoria City Kennel Club
PRESENT
NEONATOLOGY
Speaker : Dr. E. Fontaine
Topic: Neonatology
Date: Saturday, March 1, 2014
Time: 1 hour after Best In Show
Location: Mellor Hall Meeting Room, Cowichan Exhibition
Grounds, 7380 Trans Canada Hwy, Duncan.
Duration: 1.5 hours
Emmanuel Fontaine graduated from the Toulouse Veterinary School in 2004, and
continued his studies at the Alfort Veterinary School (Paris) as trainee Veterinarian in
the domestic carnivore unit of the Reproduction Department. From 2005 to 2011, he
worked at the Centre d’Etude en Reproduction des Carnivores (CERCA) [Research
Centre for Reproduction in Carnivores], a unit specializing in pet breeding assistance.
Emmanuel Fontaine is also qualified at the European College for Animal Reproduction
(ECAR) and recently completed his PhD. He joined Royal Canin Canada ‘s PRO team in
September 2011.
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MORE SEMINARS

VIATA Presents
Help for the Reactive Dog
March 2, 11 - 1:30 pm, Qualicum Beach

Qualicum Beach Memorial Hall 644 Memorial Avenue
Professionals Speak on the Common Issue of Reactivity in Dogs
Is a dog ‘reactive, ‘aggressive’ or just ill mannered?
What roles do fear and bad habits play? How can we help a reactive dog?
Bernadette van Klaveren of Nanaimo Pet Services
Positive Solutions for Reactive Dogs & why punishment may worsen a dog’s reactivity
Rachel Allen, Tellington TTouch & Reiki Practitioner of Beings in Balance Reducing Fear in Reactive
Dogs through TTouch methods
Dr. Charoul Lekx, DVM & IVAS Certification in Acupuncture
A Chinese Medical Approach to the Reactive Dog
Domena Diesing CPDT-KA of Definitely Dogs
How Habits – Good or Bad can shape, make or break reactivity
Bring your questions! Our speakers will provide answers and a podium discussion. We’ll finish with an
opportunity to meet the speakers & connect with fellow participants.
COST: $35.00
VIATA*) members pay $10. New memberships available
Pre-registration Required
Contact Candy Milliard at 250-248-0802 or membership@viata.ca
This event is hosted by the Vancouver Island Animal Training Association www.viata.ca
VIATA endorses humane science and reward-based training and handling of animals.
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Barn Hunt Fun
Nanaimo Kennel Club
April 5thand 6th 2014
The fun starts at 10 am.
Location - In the lower red barns at Beban Park Nanaimo 2290 Bowen Rd Nanaimo BC.
Clinician will be Bonnie Bird from Washington.
Bonnie is a Barn Hunt judge, with the Barn Hunt Association
For more information contact Lori Thomas nuendo@shaw.ca phone 250-586-7227
Or Sharon Medforth 250-667-3878.
This is a one day introduction to Barn Hunt seminar, but we are offering the same seminar on both
Saturday and Sunday in an effort to give more dogs and handlers the opportunity to learn about Barn
Hunting.
Nanaimo Kennel Club Is offering 2 fun filled days of Barn Hunt, an Introduction to Barn Hunting and
an introduction to the Rat instinct test {This will not be a RATI certification but will prepare you and
your dog for the RATI test }
.
Each dog will have the opportunity to try 2 novice fun runs and will be introduced to the rodents
Barn Hunt is a fun and exciting new sport for rodent hunting dogs. It will test the dog’s ability to find
rodents.
The purpose of Barn Hunt is to demonstrate a dog’s vermin hunting ability in finding and alerting to rats
in an above-ground “barn-like” setting, using a straw/hay bale maze to introduce climbing and tunnelling
obstacles in the dog’s path.
Rats in ventilated tubes are hidden in the maze for the dog to find, and some tubes will be empty or only
contain litter.
Barn Hunt is fun for any dog and owner who wish to play the game. Barn hunt is open to both, large and
small dogs and registered and non purebred dogs alike.
At all times, the safety of the dogs, handlers, and rats is to be of paramount importance.
Registration opens February 20 to NKC members,
Registration for non NKC members opens February 28th.
Registration must be received by April 1st Spots are limited so please register early.
Fees:
$60 per working spot in clinic, limited to 28 dogs per day.
$20 per auditor spot
$100 for 2 dogs per day with 1 handler
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NORTH SAANICH DOG
OBEDIENCE TRAINING CLUB
FOUR CKC OBEDIENCE TRIALS
INCLUDING VETERANS AND BRACE
LIMITED ENTRY

April 19 & 20, 2014
Location: Saanich Fairgrounds, Main Building
1528 Stelly’s X Rd, Saanichton, BC
Closing Date: Wednesday, April 2, 2014 6:00PM
or when judging limit is reached
Judging Order: To be determined at close of entries
Judges: Karen Brearley, Aldergrove, BC
Norma Schaffer, Salmon Arm, BC

For Premium List or more information contact:
Bill Blair at (250) 652-1335
Or email at nosadotc@shaw.ca
Or http://nosa.ca/
Or http://bc.canuckdogs.com/
Premium List Now Available
COME AND JOIN US!
NOTE THE CHANGE OF BUILDING
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A SPECIAL FRIEND 	
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Beloved Maggie
Dec 18th 1999 - Feb 1st 2014
Look not where I was, for I am not there
My spirit is free, I am everywhere
In the air that you breathe, in the sounds that you hear
Please don't cry for me now, my spirit is near
I'll watch for you from the other side
I'll be the one running, new friends by my side
Smile at my memory, remember in your heart.
This isn't the end, it's a brand new start
Until one has loved an animal. a part of one's soul remains unawakened- Anatole France
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COME OUT AND TRY NEW FUN EVENTS!

Paws2Dance Freestyle Competition:
June 22, Centennial Building
AGILITY ASSOCIATION OF CANADA (AAC) Agility Trials on Vancouver Island
February 21st -AVID Saanich Fairgrounds Agriplex-Indoors. Premium List available on Canuck Dogs.com
website
Feb.21st- DAWG. Agriplex Bldg. Nanaimo , BC. Friday only. Starts at 5:30 pm
Contact: Trial Entry. com
March 7th- Capital Comets Saanich Fairgrounds.
Contact: Trial Entry. Com
March 15th- Nanaimo Kennel Club. 2 days. Entry online thru Nanaimo Kennel Club website.
CKC CONFORMATION SHOWS
February 28th to March 2nd
Victoria City Kennel Club: Venue to be held in Duncan at the Cowichan Fairgrounds. See Canuck Dogs for
premium list and all information. There will be Best Veteran, Best Bred by Exhibitor, Best Owner Handled,
Best Brace, Best Baby Puppy, Juvenile and Veteran Sweeps, Junior Handling.
HERDING
th
February 9 , Cobble Hill-Herding Instinct Test. Please contact Lori Thomas at 250-586-7227 or email
nuendo@shaw.ca
TRACKING
th
March 16 Comox Valley, BC. Forbidden Plateau Tracking and Obedience Club. See Canuck Dogs for further
information.
SEMINARS
February 21st-23rdDisaster Dogs Basics Seminar. North Saanich, BC. Website: http://
www.precisionsearchdog.com
February 23rd, :Structure and Strategies for the Working Dog by Dr. Tracey GRIFFIN DVM , Union Bay.
Contact Forbidden Plateau Tracking and Obedience Club. Please see entry form on Canuck Dogs BC.
April 5th and 6th . Keltie Lang Competition Obedience Seminar. Union Bay, BC
Please see Forbidden Plateau Tracking and Obedience Club. Contact: Angela at pawsible@shaw.ca
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